The G clef is called the **treble clef**. The treble clef sign tells us that the second line from the bottom of the staff is a G, specifically, the first G above Middle C.

The treble clef sign is a big, fancy G. It doesn’t look exactly like a G any more, but it started out that way!

The treble clef sign circles around the second line from the bottom of the staff, which is the G (first G above Middle C). This is how it “points” to the G:
Bass Clef

(F Clef)

The F clef is called the **bass clef**. The bass clef sign tells us that the second line from the top of the staff is an F, specifically, the first F below Middle C.

The bass clef sign is a big, fancy F. It doesn’t look exactly like an F any more, but it started out that way!

The bass clef sign’s two dots are placed above and below the second line from the top of the staff, which is the F (first F below Middle C). This is how it “points” to the F:
Treble and Bass Clef Practice

Draw ten notes on the *treble clef* G line of the staff below:

\[ \text{Diagram of ten notes on treble clef staff} \]

Draw ten notes on the *bass clef* F line of the staff below:

\[ \text{Diagram of ten notes on bass clef staff} \]

Draw five treble clef signs below. Be sure to have the curl wrap around the second-line G.

\[ \text{Diagram of five treble clef signs} \]

Draw five bass clef signs below. Be sure to place the two dots above and below the second-line F.

\[ \text{Diagram of five bass clef signs} \]
Treble and Bass Clef Practice (cont.)

The space just above the treble clef line G is A (going up the music alphabet). Draw five notes on the treble clef G line, and then five notes on the treble clef A space, on the staff below:

```

```

The space just above the bass clef line F is G (going up the music alphabet). Draw five notes on the bass clef F line, and then five notes on the bass clef G space, on the staff below:

```

```

The space just below the treble clef line G is F (going down the music alphabet). Draw five notes on the treble clef G line, and then five notes on the treble clef F space, on the staff below:

```

```

The space just below the bass clef line F is E (going down the music alphabet). Draw five notes on the bass clef F line, and then five notes on the bass clef E space, on the staff below:

```

```